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The Mental Health Professional and the New Technologies: A Handbook for Practice TodayLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Technology, used for both informational and telecommunication purposes, is becoming one of the most important factors in the future of health care delivery. One can see the oncoming change simply by surfing the Internet and looking at the proliferation of health-related Web sites. The 7 million Web sites uncovered by the Alta Vista search engine...
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JavaTM Programming with CORBATM : Advanced Techniques for Building Distributed ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
The leading guide for Java developers who build business applications with CORBA Acknowledged experts present advanced techniques and real-world examples for building both simple and complex programs using Java with CORBA. The authors begin with a quick overview of CORBA, Java, object request brokers (ORBs), and EJB components, then quickly move on...
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Dynamic HTML: The Definitive ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998
If you are a Web content developer these days, you have a lot of information to keep track of.  You need to stay current on the relevant Web specifications, like HTML, CSS, DOM, and ECMAScript.  You also need to know how the latest Web browsers from Netscape and Microsoft actually implement these standards, since browser implementations of the...
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Handbook of Research on Virtual Workplaces and the New Nature of Business PracticesIGI Global, 2008
At one time, the office was a physical place, and employees congregated in the same location to work together on projects. The advent of the Internet and the World Wide Web, however, not only made the unthinkable possible, it forever changed the way persons view both the office and work. The Handbook of Research on Virtual Workplaces and the New...
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The Best Damn Windows Server 2008 Book Period, Second EditionSyngress Publishing, 2008
In depth coverage for Windows Server 2008 SysAdmins of this new operating system's most challenging features, with bonus coverage of IIS, Exchange, and SQL.     

       The Second Edition of the Best Damn Windows Server Book Period is completely revised and updated to Windows Server 2008.

This book will show you how to...
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Home Recording Studio  Build it Like the ProsArtistpro, 2006
With the advances in digital technology, musicians can now produce their own music. But the gear is only part of the equation when it comes to recording and mixing. The next part is finding a soundproof room that you can produce it in. Unfortunately, any old room in your house will not suffice for a quality recording. Without a decent room, you'l...
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Botnets: The Killer Web AppSyngress Publishing, 2007
This is the first book to explain the newest internet threat - Botnets, zombie armies, bot herders, what is being done, and what you can do to protect your enterprise!    

       The book begins with real world cases of botnet attacks to underscore the need for action. Next the book will explain botnet fundamentals using real world...
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jQuery Cookbook (Animal Guide)O'Reilly, 2009

	jQuery simplifies building rich, interactive web frontends. Getting started with this JavaScript library is easy, but it can take years to fully realize its breadth and depth; this cookbook shortens the learning curve considerably. With these recipes, you'll learn patterns and practices from 19 leading developers who use jQuery for...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services UnleashedSams Publishing, 2009

	The authoritative, example-rich guide to Microsoft’s powerful reporting platform


	With Microsoft SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services you can quickly deliver relevant business intelligence data wherever it’s needed–across the entire enterprise, and through the entire reporting lifecycle. SQL...
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A Subject Guide to Quality Web SitesThe Scarecrow Press, Inc, 2010

	The Web is always moving, always changing. As some Web sites come, others go, but the most effective sites have been well established. A Subject Guide to Quality Web Sites provides a list of key web sites in various disciplines that will assist researchers with a solid starting point for their queries. The sites included in this collection...
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Data-driven iOS Apps for iPad and iPhone with FileMaker Pro, Bento by FileMaker, and FileMaker GoQue, 2011

	Use FileMaker® technologies to create powerful mobile data apps for iPhone®, iPod® touch, and iPad™


	 


	Apple’s FileMaker technologies make it easy to create powerful, data-driven apps for iPhone, iPod touch, iPad, and any mobile...
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GeoSpatial Semantics: 4th International Conference, GeoS 2011, Brest, France, May 12-13, 2011Springer, 2011

	The fourth edition of the International Conference on Geospatial Semantics
	(GeoS 2011) was held in Brest, France, during May 12–13, 2011.


	Geospatial semantics (GEOS) is an emerging research area in the domain of
	geographic information science. It aims at exploring strategies, computational
	methods, and tools to support...
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